
The Professional’s Choice

Stubble breaker with vibrating tines



Exclusive technology Vibrate to stubble break

Choose your configuration

- Enables an optimal work
- Power saving and excellent crumbling
- Scalps on the width with an important penetration

Straight shares

Sweep shares

- For a perfect seedbed preparation
- Good levelling
- Ideal for maximum crumbling in heavy soil

Levelling harrow

Levelling harrow placed before 
or after the roller

Straight share
or sweep share

3D security tines 
(optional)

Several rollers according 
to your soil

Multistop
Simplified setting of 
the working depth

Between-beam
550 mm

Support wheels 
central support wheels with 3 rows 
harrow

Double U-Sem roller

Levelling the soil
Levelling harrow (optional)

Hydraulic working depth 
adjustement
Central adjustement of 
working depth

Transport wheels
480/45-17

3 rows harrow
Crumbling and levelling the soil 

V-Sem roller
Several rollers 
according to your soil



Work up to 15 cm deep     From 6 to 12 km/h
Vibrate to stubble break

Exclusivity

Vibrosem

With a DSF front hopper, transform your stubble-breaker 
in a seeder (only for mounted version)

- Hight clearance under frame and between beam
- Intensive brewing of the soil
- Able to work in the important crops

550 mm
60 mm

Spaced layout of tines

- Favors hight speed work in difficult condition
- Ensure a precise working deppth adjustement
- Hydraulic control of double support wheel

Stability of the machine

-An important penetration in all 
conditions
- Intensive work for a good mixed of 
residues 
- Usable in first stubble break or 
after plowing

-Intensive and shallow cultibation
- Heats and ventilates the soil 
surface
- Usable in second stubble break or 
seed bed preparation

4 rows of tines on mounted versions and
5 rows of tines on trailed versions

Front support wheel with roller Double support wheel with 
3 rows harrow

3D security tine 
30x30 mm

Vibrating tine 
70x12 mm

Choose your type of tine
Cross-board (optional)

To Level the ground

Between-beam
550 mm

Toggling hitch 
Cat.3 (optional)
Coupling eye Ø50 mm 
(serial)

Disc coulters (optional)
Favors cutting of residues

Vibrating tines 70x12 mm

Support wheels (optional)
front support wheels 

with rollers

Vibromulch mounted 4 / 5 / 6 m 



Specifications
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Your dealer

          Working width 4,00 5,00 6,00 6,00 8,00

          Weight (kg)
             with cage roller 2 200 2 500 2 800 4 500 5 000

          Power (hp) 120 - 160 140 - 200 160 - 230 200 - 320 240 -360

        Number of tines 24 32 36 36 48

Mounted

Cage 450 et Ø526

Flexi-Roll Ø600 Combimulch 30

Cage Ø450

U-Sem Ø580Flexi-Roll Ø600 

V-Sem Ø600

Rouleau cage Ø526 + 
Finisher Ø460

3 rows harrow

Approved
machine Cross-board Coulters 

discs DSF

535 rue Pierre Levasseur
44158 ANCENIS - FRANCE

T. +33 (0)2 51 14 14 40
F. +33 (0)2 40 96 32 36

T-Sem Ø620

Trailed

Levelling harrowDouble U-Sem Ø600
(only on trailed machine)


